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Origin of Drug/Treatment Courts

 In 1989, the first “drug court” was established in 
Miami, Florida.

 There are now over 1600 drug/treatment courts in 
the United States.

 These courts use principles and components 
developed by the National Drug Court Institute to 
achieve better outcomes for people addicted to 
drugs and alcohol.



Business as Usual in Criminal Courts

 Defendants plead guilty or are found guilty by a jury.

 Some defendants are placed on probation by the 
court.

 Defendants are assigned a probation officer and are 
required to complete conditions of probation such as 
obtaining employment, refraining from use of drugs 
and alcohol, engaging in substance abuse treatment, 
and refraining from criminal activity.



Business as Usual (Cont’d)

 Defendants who fail to comply with conditions of 
probation are brought back to court by arrest or 
summons.

 Defendants are punished for failing to comply and 
usually given another chance.

 Punishment often occurs months after the non-
complying conduct.



Business as Usual (Cont’d)

 Defendants who continue to fail to comply with 
conditions of probation are sentenced to higher 
levels of supervision and ultimately to prison.

 Defendants never receive positive feedback from the 
court for their compliant behavior or successes.



Business as Usual (Cont’d)

 Insufficient treatment capacity

 Inadequate continuum of services

 Inadequate integration of services 



Reasons for Changing the Process

 35-40% of people placed on probation fail.

 One of the primary reasons for failure is continued substance and 
alcohol abuse.

 People who commit crimes to obtain funds for drugs or commit crimes 
while under the influence of drugs harm our community. 

 People who continue to use put a severe strain on all public services 
including hospitals, clinics, detox centers, and jails.

 People who continue to use drugs cause harm to their children and to 
other family members. 



How is the ITC Different?

 Eligible defendants who violate their probation and who suffer 
from severe substance/alcohol abuse or addiction may 
voluntarily choose to enter the ITC.

 Defendants engage in an orientation process while they are still 
in court and meet their probation officers immediately.

 They are given an appointment for an assessment and 
evaluation within five days.  



The ITC Process

 Defendants begin treatment immediately.

 Defendants receive assistance in maintaining safe 
and sober housing.

 Defendants receive assistance in attending all 
therapy and community group meetings.



Important Elements of the ITC

 Bi-weekly, in-court reviews by judge of the 
participants’ compliance  with the defendant in 
attendance

 Collaboration and rapid information exchange 
among probation officers, treatment providers, and 
judicial staff

 Use of immediate incentives/rewards and 
sanctions/disincentives



Incentives

 Providing incentives, such as reduced fines or 
reduced jail time, or providing rewards, such as 
pictures of participants’ children or gift cards, 
increase the likelihood of long-term sobriety.



Rewarding Drug Abusers?
Common Views

 Drug courts are “hug-a-thug” or “clapping” courts.

 Drug addicts are to blame for addiction and do not 
deserve rewards.

 Shouldn’t we just lock them up?



Responses

 Millions of non-violent, drug abusers are in our 
prisons.

 When they are released, they come back to our 
communities untreated.

 Prison makes people worse.

 Eliminating the abuse often eliminates the criminal 
conduct.



The ITC Holds People Accountable

 Drug abusers are considered responsible for their own 
conduct and recovery.

 The ITC is a highly structured with intensive supervision 
and frequent drug testing and judicial oversight.

 ITC participants are subject to sanctions including jail, 
sheriff-supervised work crews, electronic monitoring, day 
reporting, community service, increased fines, and 
increased court appearances for non-compliant behavior.



Reasons for Incentives

 Substance-addicted defendants are most often 
unaffected by sanctions or the threat of future 
sanctions.

 Addicts are impulsive and require immediate 
gratification; therefore, immediate rewards work well. 
Rewards act as a replacement for the positive 
reinforcement provided by drugs or alcohol.



Reasons for Incentives (Cont’d)

 Addicts have rarely been rewarded in their lives for 
any positive behavior; therefore, immediate rewards 
are effective in eliminating the expectation that the 
system will only recognize bad behavior.

 IT WORKS! 



Research

Gold standard research using 70,000 defendants shows:

1. Length of time in treatment is the greatest predictor of long-
term sobriety.

2. Defendants in drug courts are up to six times more likely to 
stay in treatment for a year or more.

3. Defendants who participate in drug court programs are much 
less likely to spend time in jail.  

4. Defendants who graduate from drug court programs are much 
less likely to commit crimes after they graduate.



Cost

 County Jail beds = $60 a day

 Average ITC Defendant will have spent 120 days in 
jail during the year before ITC

 Average cost per Defendant = $7,200 per year

 Cost per 100 Defendants = $720,000 per year.

 Cost per 100 Defendant in ITC = $296,000 per year.



Jail Bed Usage, First Year of ITC

Forecast generated by KBSolutions.  ARIMA (1,0,0)(0,1,1) model with 7 month seasonality.  
P(AR)=0.0000 P(SMA)=0.0000.   90.5% of actual jail bed usage is explained by the model.

Aggregrate Jail Bed Days For ITC Clients
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Jail Average Daily Population



Jail Average Daily Population 2005-2007



Reduction in Jail Bed Days
January – October 2006
January – October 2007

 Month       2006 2007
 January 468 447
 February 471 433
 March 474 420
 April 487 431
 May 495 453
 June 486 444
 July 496 454
 August 493 447
 Sept 487 449
 October 468 422

 Average:  42.5 reduction in average daily 
population



Forecast generated by KBSolutions.  ARIMA (1,0,0)(0,0,1) model with 7 month seasonality.  
P(AR)=0.000 P(SMA)=0.000.   92.4% of actual jail bed usage is explained by the model.

Clients Active between 07/01/07 and 06/30/08



Jail Bed Usage
Projected v Actual
For clients active 7/1/07 through 6/30/08
(N=134)

Projected Jail Bed Use
Once Accepted Into ITC 
(Based On 5 year Client Histories)

16,663

Actual Jail Bed Use 1,824 *

Jail Bed Savings In Days 14,839

Bed per day savings 40.65

Potential Cost Savings at 
$61.00/day/bed

$ 905,179

Clients Active between 07/01/07 and 06/30/08 * Does not include waiting for CWR days.



Comparative LSI Scores
Category Mean LSI Score

Probation 21.58

Parole 23.70

Community Corrections – Diversion 21.56

Community Corrections – Transition 23.87

Drug offenders on probation
who did not recidivate

24.2

Drug offenders on probation 
who did recidivate

26.9

PACE 28.36

Likely to fail in Community Corrections > 30.0

Integrated Treatment Court (FY 07-08) 31.52
*Source  SCAO



Needs

 Day care funds so that parents can attend treatment

 Drug testing funds

 Safe housing

 Jobs

 Incentives and rewards



QUESTIONS?



THANK YOU!

Presented by Judge Roxanne Bailin
Chief Judge

20th Judicial District
Boulder County, Colorado
(CONTACT INFO HERE)

(WEBSITE??)
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